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Shinners, Dissos, and Dissenters
2018

this book provides a compelling picture of irish republican activist media outlets like newspapers
magazines and internet journals and the role that they played ideologically during the tumultuous years
that followed the end of the 30 year civil war that was the troubles and signing of the good friday
agreement

Irish Republican Counterpublic
2022-12-30

this volume examines the critical factors and processes by which the provisional irish republican
movement campaign from 1969 to 1998 transformed a once acquiescent nationalist population in
northern ireland into a counterpublic of resistance demanding national self determination and social
justice considering the establishment of irish republican community institutions prison protests
republican feminism and provisional ira media and communications this volume explores the emergence
of republicanism as a mass social movement in the nationalist catholic ghettos and rural regions of
northern ireland in the 1970s a development that helped to sustain the armed struggle of the provisional
irish republican army for three decades an examination of the emergence and transformative power of
the counterpublic discourse and action of the irish republican movement this volume provides a
framework for conceptualizing counterpublics in social movement studies as such it will appeal to
scholars of sociology history and politics with interests in social movements and mobilization

The Internet and Politics
2006-03-22

this volume explores the nature of the internet s impact on civil society addressing the following central
questions is the internet qualitatively different from the more traditional forms of the media has the
internet demonstrated real potential to improve civil society through a wider provision of information an
enhancement of communication between government and citizen or via better state transparency does
the internet pose a threat to the coherence of civil society as people are encouraged to abandon shared
media experiences and pursue narrow interests in authoritarian states does the internet function as a
beacon for free speech or as another tool for propaganda

100 Years of Irish Republican Violence: 1916-2016
2018-04-19

at easter of 1916 an armed insurrection launched by paramilitary republicans took place in ireland when
the general post office in dublin was seized on easter monday the rebels declared a free irish republic
independent from great britain in the century that has passed since the easter rising each generation of
irish republicans has mounted their own paramilitary campaign to bring about an independent united
ireland from the war of independence to the troubles and right up to the modern day dissident republican
violence by bringing together a range of researchers from across a variety of academic disciplines this
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edited volume analyses the one hundred years of irish republican violence from 1916 to 2016 the
assembled authors assess the evolution of paramilitary violence through a variety of themes including
the ira from 1919 21 the case of the disappeared the relationship between counterterrorism killings and
provisional ira bombings and the analysis of modern day violent dissident republican statements bringing
the volume to a close are two long form interviews with two key actors within the troubles danny
morrison and billy hutchinson in these interviews they discuss their own perspective on one hundred
years of irish republican paramilitary violence this book was originally published as a special issue of
terrorism and political violence

Dissident Irish Republicanism
2011-07-15

this collection of papers examines the current rise in violence by dissident irish republicans and its
impact on the northern ireland peace process the work will address advanced undergraduate and
graduate students in terrorism studies irish politics political violence and conflict studies

Digital Technology and Journalism
2017-10-09

this edited volume discusses the theoretical practical and methodological issues surrounding changes in
journalism in the digital era the chapters explore how technological innovations have transformed
journalism and how an international comparative perspective can contribute to our understanding of the
topic journalism is examined within anglo american and european contexts as well as in asia and africa
and comparative approaches and methods for journalism studies in the digital age are evaluated in so
doing the book offers a thorough investigation of changes in journalistic norms practices and genres in
addition to providing an international and comparative perspective for understanding these changes and
what they mean to journalism written by both leading scholars and media practitioners in the field the
articles in this collection are based on theoretical frameworks and empirical data drawn from content
analysis of newspaper and online coverage in depth interviews with news practitioners observation on
the websites of news organisations and analysis of journalists on twitter the result is a cohesive
compilation that offers the reader an up to date and comprehensive understanding of digital
developments in journalism and comparative journalism studies

Radical Basque Nationalist-Irish Republican Relations
2023-12-14

this volume explains the genesis and development of the nexus between radical basque nationalists and
irish republicans how they have learnt from each other historically and how they have utilised this
relationship at times to their benefit from medieval tales of shared origins to the violent conflicts largely
wrought by eta and the ira the basque country and ireland have long been associated in popular
imagination despite this little is known of historical basque irish relations and in particular the web of
party political military and social movement connections between radical basque nationalists and irish
republicans since the irish revolutionary period 1916 23 drawing on extensive archival research
undertaken in spain ireland and the uk and more than 70 interviews conducted with politicians former
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paramilitaries and grassroots activists this is the first study to comprehensively document and analyse
the emergence evolution and implications of this mythified transnational relationship radical basque
nationalist irish republican relations a history will appeal to students and scholars of irish republicanism
basque nationalism terrorism studies and social movements studies as well as those interested in the
contemporary history of western europe s two most volatile regions

Capitalism, Crime and Media in the 21st Century
2021-04-15

this edited collection from leading scholars in the fields of media communications cultural studies and a
number of aligned areas looks to the intersection of capitalism crime and the media the text is founded
on the principles of cultural criminology that how we determine and understand crime lies in the social
world and that the determination of crime and its mediation in popular culture have a political basis the
book consists of eleven chapters and is divided into three sections section one considers the intersection
of crime and capitalism in a range of contemporary cultural texts section two examines how various
power systems influence the operation of the media in its role of reporting crime and holding the
powerful to account section three considers how texts in a variety of formats are used to conduct politics
communicate politics and enact political decision making

The Terrorist Trap, Second Edition
2001-12-07

the bombings of the murrah federal building in oklahoma city and of the world trade center in new york
city have joined a long history of terrorists acts against the united states in this newly updated edition of
his book jeffrey simon reaches back to the founding days of the republic to tell a story that is both
instructive and alarming simon uncovers the dynamics of a deadly conflict that affects all americans his
in depth interviews with terrorists and their victims with reporters government officials and others bring
to life a tale of presidents and terrorists media and society all entangled in a drama of international
violence the terrorist trap traces the government response to terrorism from the days of thomas jefferson
and the barbary pirates to william jefferson clinton s confrontation with homegrown terrorism it explores
the terrorist trap the psychological political and social elements that make terrorism unlike any other
conflict with the end of the cold war and the defeat of saddam hussein s army in the gulf war many
believed that the threat of terrorism had been significantly reduced but simon shows how terrorism
grows out of political economic and social grievances that can never be fully resolved as events in israel
and elsewhere continue to demonstrate living with terrorism will be an inescapable part of life in the
twenty first century simon calls on officials to move away from the useless rhetoric of defeating terrorism
and to focus instead on achievable goals in combating this global problem

The Routledge Handbook of the Northern Ireland Conflict and
Peace
2023-11-13

the routledge handbook of the northern ireland conflict and peace is the first multi authored volume to
specifically address the many facets of the 30 year northern ireland conflict colloquially known as the
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troubles and its subsequent peace process this volume is rooted in opening space to address
controversial subjects answer key questions and move beyond reductive analysis that reproduces a
simplistic two community theses the temporal span of individual chapters can reach back to the
formation of the state of northern ireland with many starting in the late 1960s to include a range of
individuals collectives organisations understandings and events at least up to the good friday belfast
agreement in 1998 this volume has forefronted creative approaches in understanding conflict and allows
for analysis and reflection on conflict and peace to continue through to the present day with an extensive
introduction preface and 45 individual chapters this volume represents an ambitious expansive
interdisciplinary engagement with the north of ireland through society conflict and peace from a wide
range of disciplinary perspectives theoretical frameworks and methodological approaches while allowing
for rich historical explorations of high level politics rooted in state documents and archives this volume
also allows for the intermingling of different sources that highlight the role of personal papers memory
space materials and experience in understanding the complexities of both northern ireland as a people
place and political entity

Understanding Terrorism
2024-06-20

understanding terrorism challenges perspectives and issues offers a multidisciplinary comprehensive
exploration of domestic and international terrorism that helps students develop the knowledge and skills
needed to critically assess the expressions and underlying causes of terrorism martin explores theory
and provides in depth analysis in an accessible engaging manner that helps readers develop the
knowledge and skills they need to engage meaningfully with this robust course

Digital Extremisms
2020-01-25

this book explores the use of the internet by non islamic extremist groups drawing together research by
scholars across the social sciences and humanities it offers a broad overview of the best of research in
this area including research contributions that address far right non islamic religious animal rights and
nationalist violence online as well as a discussion of the policy and research challenges posed by these
unique and disparate groups it offers an academically rigorous introductory text that addresses
extremism online making it a valuable resource for students practitioners and academics seeking to
understand the unique characteristics such risks present

Exciting News!
2024-03-11

international tragedies national disgraces and local dangers reporting can magnify trauma but how can
we gain a deeper analytical understanding of episodes seemingly too immediate for detached
observation by our sources or even perhaps by ourselves this volume brings together a broad range of
current research in europe and abroad regarding an issue of crucial importance for understanding past
cultures and our own papers discuss the ramifications of media induced anxiety and anxiety induced
mediality engaging the humanities including history film studies literature folklore creative writing and
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adjacent fields intersected by sociology politology psychology anthropology news media here include all
means of mass communication impinging on daily experience from books to music from the social web to
films on multiple platforms and in multiple languages across municipal state and regional boundaries

Peace or Pacification?
2019-08-30

often the so called irish question is reduced to one of ancestral hatreds but this timely book following the
revenant tensions borne out of brexit negotiations grounds its study in the context of colonialism anti
imperialism and liberation struggles this study demonstrates that peace might not be found in justice and
argues instead of a peace process for a pacification process

An Introduction to Political Communication
2003

in the third edition of this title the author offers a broad critical preface to the relationship between
politics the media and democracy in the uk and other contemporary societies

The Depiction of Terrorists in Blockbuster Hollywood Films,
1980-2001
2014-01-10

this book examines how american foreign policy and the commercial film industry s economic interests
influenced the portrayal of international terrorism in hollywood blockbuster films from the time of the iran
hostage crisis to the 9 11 terrorist attacks part i provides a historical overview of modern international
terrorism and how it relates to the united states its news media and its film industry part ii covers
depictions of terrorism during the cold war under president reagan including films like commando and
iron eagle part iii covers the hollywood terrorist after the cold war including european terrorists in the die
hard franchise passenger 57 patriot games blown away the jackal and ronin fundamentalist islamic
terrorists in true lies and executive decision the return of the communist threat in air force one and 9 11
foreshadowing in the siege

Understanding War and Peace
2023-07-20

written for undergraduate students studying the politics of conflict and cooperation understanding war
and peace considers the roots of global conflicts and the various means used to resolve them edited by
dan reiter with contributing authors who are all leading scholars in the field it balances approachable
engaging writing with a conceptually rigorous overview of the most important ideas in conflict studies
focusing on concepts policy and historical applications the text minimizes literature reviews and technical
jargon to engagingly present all major topics in international conflict including nuclear weapons
peacekeeping terrorism gender alliances nuclear weapons environment and conflict civil wars public
opinion enriching the textbook pedagogy each chapter concludes with a summary of a published
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quantitative study to introduce students with no prior quantitative training to quantitative analysis online
resources for instructors include an instructor manual a test bank and contemporary case studies for
each chapter topic regarding the conflict in ukraine

Violent Extremism Online
2016-05-05

this book explores the interface between terrorism and the internet and presents contemporary
approaches to understanding violent extremism online the volume focuses on four issues in particular
terrorist propaganda on the internet radicalisation and the internet counter campaigns and approaches
to disrupting internet radicalisation and approaches to researching and understanding the role of the
internet in radicalisation the book brings together expertise from a wide range of disciplines and
geographical regions including europe the us canada and australia these contributions explore the
various roles played by the internet in radicalisation the reasons why terroristic propaganda may or may
not influence others to engage in violence the role of political conflict in online radicalisation and the
future of research into terrorism and the internet by covering this broad range of topics the volume will
make an important and timely addition to the current collections on a growing and international subject
this book will be of much interest to students and researchers of cyber security internet politics terrorism
studies media and communications studies and international relations

Research Handbook on Conflict Prevention
2024-06-05

the research handbook on conflict prevention is a cohesive and comparative analysis of the ways in
which organised violence is combatted renowned experts dissect the complex problem of conflict
prevention by investigating its three main aspects agency methods and timing

Screening Ulster
2023-03-03

this book presents extensive research into the cinematic representation of the british identifying
protestant unionist and loyalist community in northern ireland and is the first time such comprehensive
analysis has been produced gallagher s research traces the history of the community s representation in
cinema from the emergence of depictions of both nationalist and unionist communities in social realist
dramas in 1980s british and irish cinema to today through periods such as those focused on violent
paramilitaries in the 1990s and irreverent comedy after the northern ireland peace process the book
addresses the perception that the irish nationalist community has been depicted more frequently and
favourably than unionism in films about the period of conflict known as the troubles often argued to be
the result of an irish nationalist bias within hollywood gallagher argues that there are other inherent and
systemic reasons for this cinematic deficit

Ireland and the Americas [3 volumes]
2008-02-01
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this work is a distinctive multidisciplinary encyclopedia covering the cultural political economic musical
and literary impact that ireland and the nations of the americas have had on one another since the time
of brendan the navigator ireland and the americas culture politics and history aims to broaden the
traditional notion of irish american beyond boston new york and chicago in additional to full coverage of
irish culture in those settings it reveals the pervasive irish influence in everything from the settling of the
american west to the spread of christianity throughout the hemisphere to irish involvement in
revolutionary movements from the american colonies to mexico to south america in addition the
encyclopedia shows the profound impact of irish americans on their homeland in everything from art and
literature informed by the emigrant experience to efforts by irish americans to influence irish politics
ranging from colonial times to the present and informed by the surge of academic interest in the past 30
years ireland and the americas is the definitive resource on the profound ties that bind the cultures of
ireland the united states canada and latin america

Encyclopedia of Journalism
2009-09-23

written in a clear and accessible style that would suit the needs of journalists and scholars alike this
encyclopedia is highly recommended for large news organizations and all schools of journalism starred
review library journal journalism permeates our lives and shapes our thoughts in ways we ve long taken
for granted whether we listen to national public radio in the morning view the lead story on the today
show read the morning newspaper headlines stay up to the minute with internet news browse grocery
store tabloids receive time magazine in our mailbox or watch the nightly news on television journalism
pervades our daily activities the six volume encyclopedia of journalism covers all significant dimensions
of journalism including print broadcast and internet journalism u s and international perspectives history
technology legal issues and court cases ownership and economics the set contains more than 350 signed
entries under the direction of leading journalism scholar christopher h sterling of the george washington
university in the a to z volumes 1 through 4 both scholars and journalists contribute articles that span the
field s wide spectrum of topics from design editing advertising and marketing to libel censorship first
amendment rights and bias to digital manipulation media hoaxes political cartoonists and secrecy and
leaks also covered are recently emerging media such as podcasting blogs and chat rooms the last two
volumes contain a thorough listing of journalism awards and prizes a lengthy section on journalism
freedom around the world an annotated bibliography and key documents the latter edited by glenn lewis
of cuny graduate school of journalism and york college cuny comprises dozens of primary documents
involving codes of ethics media and the law and future changes in store for journalism education key
themes consumers and audiences criticism and education economics ethnic and minority journalism
issues and controversies journalist organizations journalists law and policy magazine types motion
pictures networks news agencies and services news categories news media u s news media world
newspaper types news program types online journalism political communications processes and routines
of journalism radio and television technology

Analysing Historical Narratives
2021-05-14

for all of the recent debates over the methods and theoretical underpinnings of the historical profession
scholars and laypeople alike still frequently think of history in terms of storytelling accordingly historians
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and theorists have devoted much attention to how historical narratives work illuminating the ways they
can bind together events shape an argument and lend support to ideology from ancient greece to
modern day bestsellers the studies gathered here offer a wide ranging analysis of the textual strategies
used by historians they show how in spite of the pursuit of truth and objectivity the ways in which
historians tell their stories are inevitably conditioned by their discursive contexts

Terrorism, Law and Policy
2022-04-25

terrorism law and policy a comparative study is a textbook offering a comparative study of the terrorism
related legislation policy and practice introduced from international governmental bodies such as the un
and the european union and individual states with a focus on australia canada new zealand the uk and
the us it offers a uniquely legal perspective on key themes relating to terrorism and security this new
edition is brought fully up to date with the ever changing developments in terrorist activity as well as in
states approaches to anti terrorism legislation and policy it includes new chapters on the far right and
extreme far right cause one on offering a comparative study of the anti terrorism policies of states and
international bodies and the role of international and national counter terrorism agencies planning and
preparing acts of terrorism and a new chapter on freedom of expression hate crime and proscribing
groups as terrorist organisations terrorism law and policy a comparative study is ideally suited for
terrorism and security modules at undergraduate and postgraduate levels and will also be of interest to
practitioners working on the legal aspects of these areas

メディア空間の変容と多文化社会
1999-12-30

グローバル化とボーダーレス化が急速に進む現代 都市空間やメディア空間の持つ意味と役割を文化や社会との関係のなかでとらえ直していく視点が ますます重要になっている 地球規模での文化の
混合状況をふまえ 文化研究 社会学 文学 エスニシティ研究など さまざまな分野の第一線で活躍する研究者が独自の斬新なメディア論を展開する 日本の広告とアメリカナイゼーションの関係とは
電子メディアにおける主体とは 戦後国語教育は何を隠蔽してきたのか 池袋や新宿の外国人居住者が提示する問題とは ハワイにおけるメディアと観光の複合化とは 都市やメディアの発展と それに
ともなう文化の 異種混交 の問題を見通す論考集

Islamic Radicalism and Multicultural Politics
2011-03

the expression of an islamic political radicalism in britain has been one of the most dramatic
developments in recent decades islamic radicalism and multicultural politics explores the nature of this
phenomenon by analysing the origins of islam and its historical contact with western europe and britain
and the emergence of islamic political radicalism in the muslim world and in the west tahir abbas draws
on historical analysis and contemporary case studies to explore the post war immigration and integration
of muslim groups the complex relations that exist between a secular liberal britain and a diverse but
multifaceted islam and the extent of social and economic inequalities that affect muslims as individual
citizens and in local area communities he shows how violent extremism among british muslims is in
reality influenced by a range of issues including the factors of globalisation and contemporary politics
media and culture analysing and dissecting public policy abbas offers suggestions for tackling the major
social political and economic questions facing british muslims in the post 7 7 era an important
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contribution to the study of religion race and ethnicity in modern britain this accessible work will be of
interest to anyone working in the field of islamic studies sociology and political radicalism cover design
by mahtab hussain mahtabhussain com

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Journalism
2022-02-22

journalism permeates our lives and shapes our thoughts in ways that we have long taken for granted
whether it is national public radio in the morning or the lead story on the today show the morning
newspaper headlines up to the minute internet news grocery store tabloids time magazine in our mailbox
or the nightly news on television journalism pervades our lives the encyclopedia of journalism covers all
significant dimensions of journalism such as print broadcast and internet journalism u s and international
perspectives and history technology legal issues and court cases ownership and economics the
encyclopedia will consist of approximately 500 signed entries from scholars experts and journalists under
the direction of lead editor gregory borchard of university of nevada las vegas

The Emerald International Handbook of Feminist Perspectives
on Women’s Acts of Violence
2023-08-02

grounded in feminist scholarship this book upends normative accounts of femme fatale violence to focus
beyond the misogyny and the sensationalism and unearth the motivation behind women s roles in
homicide terrorism combat and even nationalist movements

The Sustainable Nation
2017-11-10

drawing on almost 20 years of liam leonard s research in the field this volume provides a detailed case
study of a modern european state s tumultuous development through first decades of the millennium the
book provides an in depth and up to date study on ireland s growth and the substantial changes
experienced there during the last two decades

Why People Radicalize
2018-09-03

in why people radicalize kees van den bos argues that if we want to truly understand radicalization and
prevent attenuate and fight violent extremism and terrorism we must pay attention to what is driving the
radicalization process this implies that we should systematically analyze how radicalizing persons
interpret the world for example perceptions that certain situations are fundamentally unfair and hence
need to be changed are among the core issues that drive muslim right wing and left wing radicalization
furthermore experiences and perceptions of unfairness and injustice can tempt those who struggle with
self control to break the law and engage in violent extremist and terrorist behavior why people radicalize
is among the first attempts to provide a systematic integrative and in depth analysis of the psychology of
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unfairness judgments and the ways these judgments impact on various radicalization processes
discussing several conceptual and practical implications that follow from this line of reasoning the book
emphasizes the role of careful scientific thought and the notion of taking individuals seriously as
judgments of unfairness are not merely perceptions they feel genuine to the persons forming the
judgments this volume discusses in detail how these radicalization processes can develop and what
components are of pivotal relevance in these processes accessible for scientists professionals and
practitioners the book explains how uncertainty and insufficient self corrections influence this process
finally the book delineates future research issues on radicalization extremism and terrorism and applies
the analysis to appropriate legal contexts making the book relevant for policy and decision makers
among others

Inside the IRA
2011-12-20

the irish republican movement was one of the most significant revolutionary movements of the twentieth
century this book focuses on the issue of republican splits which created the provisional and official
republican movements and the subsequent develo

Rethinking Western Approaches to Counterinsurgency
2015-05-22

this book critically examines the western approach to counter insurgency in the post colonial era and
offers a series of recommendations to address current shortfalls the author argues that current
approaches to countering insurgency rely too heavily on conflicts from the post world war ii years of
waning colonialism campaigns conducted over half a century ago malaya aden and kenya among them
remain primary sources on which the united states british australian and other militaries build their
guidance for dealing with insurgent threats this though both the character of those threats and the
conflict environment are significantly different than was the case in those earlier years this book
addresses the resulting inconsistencies by offering insights analysis and recommendations drawn from
campaigns more applicable to counter insurgency today eight post colonial conflicts to include northern
ireland sierra leone colombia and iraq provide the basis for analysis all are examples in which
counterinsurgents attained or continue to demonstrate considerable progress when taking on enterprises
better known for disaster and disappointment recommendations resulting from these analyses challenge
entrenched beliefs to serve as the impetus for essential change rethinking western approaches to
counterinsurgency will be of much interest to students of counter insurgencies military and strategic
studies security studies and ir in general

Terrorism in Perspective
2008

introduction what is terrorism history of terrorism international terrorism terrorist tactics around the
globe homegrown terrorism in the united states media coverage of terrorism women terrorists
technology and terrorism counterterrorism
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Politics and the Internet in Comparative Context
2013-07-24

for many years now we have witnessed the developing use of the internet and associated technologies
by political actors and organisations claims and counter claims have been made as its suitability as a tool
to help in the struggle to re invigorate political participation in democracies across the globe has been
contested this book charts the shifting sands of political activity in the digital age it interrogates the
hybrid nature of modern politics as online and offline actions blur the boundaries of traditional politics
between real life co presence and the booming virtual domain of politics by so doing it critically reflects
on the latest scholarship on the subject while concurrently advancing stimulating new insights into it
encapsulating both the range and the diverse velocities of change in different political arenas and
geographical locations this volumes seeks to map out a path if not towards the politics of tomorrow then
towards a better comprehension of the politics of today featuring a range of international and
comparative case studies presenting research on the uk us italy france spain romania africa and china
this book will be of interest to students and scholars of politics and media political communication new
media studies public administration sociology communication studies computing and information and
communications technologies

Ireland in the World
2015-06-12

this international edited book collection of ten original contributions from established and emerging
scholars explores aspects of ireland s place in the world since the 1780s it imaginatively blends
comparative transnational and personal perspectives to examine migration in a range of diverse
geographical locations including ireland scotland wales australia new zealand the united states canada
argentina jamaica and the british empire more broadly deploying diverse sources including letters
interviews press reports convict records and social media contributors canvas important themes such as
slavery convicts policing landlordism print culture loyalism nationalism sectarianism politics and
electronic media a range of perspectives including catholic and protestant men and women convicts and
settlers are included and the volume is accompanied by a range of striking images

Criminal Visions
2012-12-06

media representations of law and order are matters of keen public interest and have been the subject of
intense debate amongst those with an interest in the media crime and criminal justice despite being an
increasingly high profile subject few publications address this subject head on this book aims to meet this
need by bringing together an important range of papers from leading researchers in the field addressing
issues of fictional factual and hybrid representations in the media the so called docu dramas and faction

International Terrorism: Legal Challenges and Responses. A
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Report by the International Bar Association's Task Force on
Terrorism
2021-11-15

as a response to recent global terrorist activities the international bar association iba established a task
force on international terrorism which has examined the problems of modern terrorism from the
perspective of the rule of law and international law and practice in its recent report reproduced here the
task force analyses the impact of recent terrorist events on international law and the response by both
individual states and the international community it explores areas of law which need to be further
developed and promotes the fundamental values underpinning the international legal system the report
suggests means by which the international community can co operate to deter prevent and bring to
justice the perpetrators of terrorist acts published under the transnational publishers imprint

Shooting the Messenger
2008-06-30

as the literature on military media relations grows it is informed by antagonism either from journalists
who report on wars or from ex soldiers in their memoirs academics who attempt more judicious accounts
rarely have any professional military or media experience a working knowledge of the operational
constraints of both professions underscores shooting the messenger a veteran war correspondent and
think tank director paul l moorcraft has served in the british ministry of defence while historian by
training philip m taylor is a professor of international communications who has lectured widely to the u s
military and at nato institutions some of the topics they examine in this wide ranging history of military
media relations are the interface between soldiers and civilian reporters covering conflicts the sometimes
grey area between reporters right or need to know and the operational security constraints imposed by
the military the military s manipulation of journalists who accept it as a trade off for safer battlefield
access the resultant gap between images of war and their reality the evolving nature of media
technology and the difficulties and opportunities this poses to the military journalistic performance in
reporting conflict as an observer or a participant moorcraft and taylor provide a bridge over which each
side can pass and a path to mutual understanding

Essentials of Terrorism
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captivating concise and current essentials of terrorism concepts and controversies introduces readers to
the modern landscape of domestic and international terrorism the fifth edition of gus martin s renowned
text covers key foundational topics and provides a framework for defining terrorism and exploring its
history and causes while also discussing terrorist environments tactics targets and counterterrorism this
new edition includes information regarding intelligence counterterrorism laws and deprivation theory as
well as new and updated sections discussing mass violence in the united states narco terrorism anti state
dissident terrorism isis and a new theoretical model for ending terrorist campaigns the text also
examines recent attacks and presents new data case studies and photos to show readers the state of
terrorism across the globe today sage edge free online resources for students that make learning easier
see how your students benefit
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Shooting the Messenger
2011-10-31

wars have dominated politics since history began in the modern era most of what the media reports on
foreign conflicts comes from a small band of war correspondents as the furore over the iraq afghan and
now the libyan wars demonstrates western governments and militaries often collude to keep their voters
in the dark about the causes and the conduct of wars waged in their name in this entertaining and
unspun account of modern war reporting the authors ask whether the media itself drives democracies to
war or does it serve to constrain evil ignorant and messianic leaders are the heirs of william howard
russell the first modern war reporter watchdogs or lapdogs in the age of wikileaks and corrupt media
empires what is the political impact of war correspondents are they the heroes or harlots of their
profession
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